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The  Office  of the  Registrar  has  announced thai 
class registration forms for winter quarter can be 
mailed in. Think the lines for the mailboxes will be 
as long as the old registration ones? 
University initiates mail-in' 
for winter qtr. registration 
Beginning winter quarter, 
students will no longer have to 
appear in person to register for 
classes 
In an effort to eliminate the 
frustration and amount of time 
needed to register under the old 
system the registrar's office has 
ruled that registration forms can be 
returned by mail, according to Cary 
Brewer, assistant to the registrar. 
An upperclassman who is a 
continuing student and thinks he 
understands the proper procedure 
for    registering   can    take    his 
registration form to the Dogwood 
Suite of the Union all next week or 
send it through campus mail to the 
registrar's office, he said 
BREWER SAID he urged all 
freshmen, transfer students and 
any other interested students to 
attend registration to be held in the 
Dogwood Suite Nov. 1-5. to have any 
questions they might have 
concerning registration answered. 
Hours will be 8 am till noon and 1 
p.m. till 5 p.m. 
Registration    forms    can    be 
returned to the registrar's office 
until Nov 11. Students will not be 
registered according to the number 
of hours they have earned if they 
return forms after this date. Brewer 
said 
Those students wishing to attend 
registration should report, 
according to their college in the 
following order: Nov. 1. Arts & 
Sciences; Nov. 2. Business 
Administration; Nov. 3 and 4. 
Education; and Nov. 5, all others. 
The schedule of classes for winter 
quarter will be distributed Oct 29. 
President approves 
Aleutian atomic test 
WASHlNGTONiAPi-The Nixon 
administration announced yesterday 
plans to proceed with a huge under- 
ground atomic blast in the Aleutian 
Islands, drawing expressions of dim*) 
from the Canadian ambassador here 
Sen Mike Gravel (D-Alaska* told 
newsmen the blast, testing a five- 
megaton antimissile warhead, is 
scheduled for Nov. 4. but James R 
Schlesinger. chairman of the Atomic 
Energy Commission, told newsmen a 
test date has not yet been established 
Schlesinger said, however, that 
preparations would be completed within 
a week, making the test possible by the 
Nov 4 date 
Meanwhile, seven environment groups 
headed by the Committee for Nuclear 
Responsibility, are seeking to halt the 
test through court action, contending it 
might cause earthquakes, tidal waves, 
radiation leakage or other environmental 
damage. 
ALASKA GOV. William Egan said 
President Nixon and the A EC "in making 
this decision have taken-and must 
assume-full responsibility for the safety 
of the people who would suffer the con- 
sequences if an accident occurs." 
Congress had passed legislation last 
Sept 22 barring the test before mid-1972 
unless the President authorized it 
Schlesinger told a news conference 
yesterday. "The Atomic Energy 
Commission is now planning to proceed 
with the Cannikin test We have now 
received the requisite authority to go 
ahead including detonation." 
"We have presidential authorization." 
he said in answer to a question 
Canada and Japan have both opposed 
the test, in which a hydrogen warhead 
with a force equivalent to 5 million tons 
of TNT would be exploded some 6.000 
feet underground in remote Amehitha 
Island in the northern Pacific Ocean. It 
would be the biggest US. underground 
test although the Russians have had 
some in this range 
CANADA'S Ambassador Marcel 
Cadieux was informed of the U.S. deci- 
sion in a meeting with Schlesinger 
earlier in the day A Canadian spokes- 
man said Cadieux expressed a sense of 
dismay and told Schlesinger there were 
international  principles  involved  in  a 
test whose effects might reach to the 
borders of other nations 
Environment groups opposing the lest 
have argued that it might leak radiation 
into the Pacific Ocean 
Schlesinger told newsmen the 
administration has considered the 
environmental issues and believes the 
risk to be extremely small 
"Overriding requirements of national 
security have, of necessity, taken 
precedence." he said, explaining that the 
test is needed to make sure the warhead 
for the Spartan antiballislic missile 
works properly before the missile is 
deployed 
Congress has authorized its deploy- 
ment by 1976 The Soviet Union recently 
conducted underground atomic tests of 
around the same size 
Schlesinger said the warhead has been 
placed inside its deep test hold and that 
work to seal the shaft "will begin 
today." 
Absentee ballot 
deadline Friday 
Students who haven't mailed in their 
absentee ballots yet may still have a 
chance to beat the Friday noon deadline 
According to Don Scherzer of the 
Office of Voter Facilitation, the ballots 
should still make it in time if they are 
sent today special delivery. 
Scherzer urged students to have their 
ballots notarized today 
"Our biggest problem is that people 
have waited too long." he said This 
week has been the busiest for the office, 
he added 
On Monday 322 students were helped, 
and 327 students were served on 
Tuesday. Since it opened Oct 12, the 
office has served more than 2,400 
students. 
Scherzer said he is very happy with the 
results the Office of Voter Facilitation 
has received.  "If we could've started 
earlier we could've helped more peo- 
ple," he said 
The office, which was started this 
year, will become a permanent service, 
according to Scherzer. "It will 
coordinate student involvement in the 
spring primaries, and will be under the 
auspices of the Student Body Organiza- 
tion." he explained 
The purpose of placing the office under 
the Student Body Organization is to give 
the initiative for the students' election 
role to the students, without interference 
from the administration, he said 
Although the window in the Adminis- 
tration Building will no longer be in 
operation after today, the Ofliceof Voter 
Facilitation is still looking for perma- 
nent office space. Scherzer said. 
The office will be open today from 1 to 
4  p.m. 
Nixon reacts to U.N. decision 
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WASHINGTON IAP'-President Nixon, 
giving a delayed reaction to Monday 
night'seventsthalsaw the United Nations 
admit mainland China and expel Taiwan, 
suggested yesterday the result could be 
lessened U.S. support and a reshuffling 
of foreign aid 
Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said 
Nixon was shocked by what he regarded 
as "undisguised glee" and "personal 
animosity" on the part of unnamed U.N. 
delegates following votes by the world 
organization that marked a diplomatic 
defeat for the United States 
Reading from notes. Ziegler made it 
clear to reporters that he spoke for 
Nixon and the government in saying "we 
would be less than candid" if warning 
were served publicly that Monday's 
happenings could well erode public and 
congressional support lor the UN. and-in 
the case of foreign aid - for countries 
whose delegates joined in what he 
termed "a shocking spectacle." 
THE WHITE HOUSE spokesman said 
he was talking about events that took 
place on the floor of the General 
Assembly following Monday night's 
votes, as seen by Nixon and others on 
television news progams. 
The extent and direction of Nixon's 
reported shock, perhaps anger, were not 
clear. 
The press secretary insisted the 
United States is not challenging the U.N. 
votes, but rather objects to the post- 
voting actions of some delegates as seen 
by Nixon on his home screen. 
A 464 Speech class student is filming 
interviews with students on the hypothetical 
question:  Is Dr. Moore going to ban bicycles 
from campus?   Gene Poor films Randy Starkie 
interviewing a bikers. 
Asked exactly what certain delegates 
had done to shock the chief executive, 
Ziegler spoke of "the cheering, the 
clapping, the undignified actions on the 
part of some delegates.'' 
In talking earlier about displays of 
"personal animosity." Ziegler said he 
meant that animosity was directed at 
American policy rather than at Nixon or 
the country as a whole 
THE PRESIDENT, he said, supports 
the United Nations and wants to see it 
succeed. But he said "the shocking 
demonstration and the undisguised glee 
that was shown by some ot the dele- 
gates...could have a detrimental effect 
on support for the United Nations in this 
country," 
"It is not our intention to retaliate." 
said Ziegler But he noted that some of 
the delegates whose actions were offen- 
sive to Nixon represented countries that 
receive considerable foreign aid from 
the United States 
"The shocking spectacle." he said, 
"could also affect foreign aid allocations 
because of the impact on Congress 
and the people." 
At a Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee hearing on the treaty 
returning Okinawa to Japan. Senate 
Republican Leader Hugh Scott of 
Pennsylvania told Secretary of State 
William P. Rogers that the U.N. decision 
to expel National China has created 
strong feelings against both the United 
Nations and the $3.2-billion foreign-aid 
bill now before the Senate. The bill con- 
tains funds for many countries that 
opposed U.S. efforts to keep both Chinas 
in the world organization. 
"There exists no real friendly senti- 
ment towards the United Nations in the 
Senate today," Scott told Rogers, adding 
that almost any move to cut the bill at 
this point would be approved. 
"I'd rather cool the whole foreign-aid 
bill at this point." Scott said. 
_^=L.: 4*** 
The tally board records the vote Monday to expel Nationalist 
China from the U.N. and to seat Communist China. The 
numbers at the top of the board note that there were 76 votes 
for expelling Nationalist China, 35 against, and 17 
abstentions. 
TU professors form 
teachers' federation 
Professors at the University of Toledo 
earlier this week became the fifth such 
group in the state to organize a chapter 
of the American Federation of Teachers 
for bargaining purposes. 
Dr. Norman Blume. professor of politi- 
cal science at TU, said the other uni- 
versities in the state which have similar 
organizations are Kent State. Ohio Uni- 
versity. Wright State University, and 
Cuyahoga Community College. 
This is the third time that a similar 
group has been formed at TU. Local 1435 
was first formed in the mid-1940s and 
was revived again in 1965 only to remain 
dormant until now. 
Dr. Blume said there are 600 eligible 
persons on the TU campus So far the 
federation has 45 dues-paying members. 
Membership is open to all full and part- 
time faculty members, including depart- 
ment chairman. Full-time administrators 
are not permitted to join. 
In a related matter, the Ohio Con- 
ference of the American Association of 
University Professors plans to vote 
Saturday a resolution that could lead to 
faculty unionization here. 
The resolution also calls for the 
organization to encourage collective bar- 
gaining for its member chapters. 
Paa*l/TheMNew.,OtteW2l. 1971 
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race debate 
Russell Raymond Veh. the white power advocate from the 
American White Nationalist Party who came to speak on WBGU- 
FM tonight, is urging University students to debate him on 
campus. 
Ke believes whites are the superior race and blacks should 
return to Africa. Ke also claims that Judaism is a race and not a 
religion. 
Veh's presence on campus is commended by the News because 
the man's viewpoints are so archaic and racist that one wonders 
how he can develop the nerve to openly profess his beliefs. 
Since Veh is urging students to debate him on the race issue, we 
recommend that the University grab the chance to publicly 
debate this advocate of White Power. 
Perhaps the Student Body Organization or Cultural Boost could 
sponsor a debate with Veh and selected members of the 
University community. 
In the meantime, it should be interesting to tune into WBGU- 
FM tonight to listen to Veh's opinions on how whites are being 
oppressed by blacks instead of the other way around. 
We must admit, the White Power advocate has to be given 
credit for openly expressing his unconcern and blatant hate for 
selected human beings. 
pmior> 
almost is not good enough 
By William Gourd 
Teaching Fellow 
Richard Nixon has kicked the Women's 
Movement right in the groin, and he has 
done it in a manner apparently 
calculated to convince Middle America 
of his Sincere Good Wishes toward that 
movement, while at the same time 
providing them with "evidence" that 
women are. after all. inferior to men. 
As long as The Movement seemed in 
the unfocused eyes of the great, sodden 
masses to be dominated by hysterical 
dykes, it presented no threat to male 
supremacy: it was simply too far out to 
be taken very seriously. Balance began 
to replace the bizarre, however, in the 
American female's efforts to gain 
recognition as a viable human being. 
THE REASONED ANALYSES of the 
bright ones-Gloria Steinem. Shirley 
Chisholm. Germaine Greer. et. al.. as 
well as a good deal of clear-headed 
lobbying by a variety of well-respected 
groups of females, had begun to arouse 
considerable interest in both the male 
and female segments of the populace 
with respect to their serious-minded 
arguments for inclusion of women in the 
life of the society. 
It began to appear that even the 
timmy-witted housewife in Des Moines 
thought-out stuff about the need for 
women-. - and men--to try to free 
themselves of the addlepated culturisms 
that irritated even irascible old I'enrik 
Ibsen in the 1870s. 
Richard Nixon couldn't tolerate that, if 
only because it would represent another 
"breakdown" of the "authority" which, 
after all. John and Martha Mitchell were 
hired to maintain 
IT HAD TO be discredited-but very 
skillfully A crudely obvious attempt to 
put it down might politically be very 
risky for Dicky. So he put it down in a 
most subtle and insidious fashion. Pe 
announced to the world that he was 
seriously considering nominating to the 
Supreme Court a female, and he told us 
her name: Mildred L Lillie 
IV insured himself land the nationi 
against her actual selection, however, 
because, as it turned out. Mildred Lillie's 
jurisprudential credentials fell far short 
of meeting the American Bar 
Association's standards of eligibility 
for the Supreme Court 
Nixon picked an utterly 
undistinguished woman-one who is 
decidedly not near the top level of 
competence in her profession-and 
my guess is that he did it with full 
knowledge that she would be rejected by 
so they say 
Secretary General U Thant in an address 
at the annual UN day concert marking 
the 28th anniversary of the promulgation 
ol the UN charter: 
"Those of ui who believe profoundly in 
the principle! of the charter as the 
civilized and humane way of settling 
differences among nations are 
witnessing with infinite sorrow the 
gradual erosion of the authority and 
prestige of this great organization 
f V. . AND IN CONCLUSION, I WANT TO THANK YOU ALL FOR PROVIDING ME WITH A 
MUCH-NEEDED POLITICAL ISSUE!' 
the ABA. I Pe included a man, Perschel 
Friday-equally undistinguished in the 
profession-so that Judge Lillie's 
rejection would seem to have been 
effected on non-sexist grounds I 
MOUTHING PLATITUDES about his 
sympathy for the subordinate status of 
women in the country. Nixon chose an 
untalented woman who was certain to be 
knocked out of the competition early in 
the game. 
As soon as the Bar Association acted, 
he could crow triumphantly, "I didn't 
reject her-they did!" The very fact that 
the only woman ever suggested for the 
post has now been discarded may well 
buttress the ill-camouflaged prejudices 
of a male-oriented society: "Nixon 
suggested a woman, but her 
performance just wasn't good enough. It 
must be true that men are more able 
than women." 
Should anyone seek to identify a villain 
here, it will naturally be the American 
Bar Association--not Richard Nixon. 
who, the evening following his actual 
nominations, assured a congregation of 
Republican women that "there will be a 
woman on the Supreme Court-in time." 
Not in his time. baby. 
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howdy, howdy doody 
JEANS TAKE ON 
FASHION 
% in corduroy, polyester, 
and cotton. 
little or no-care fabrics 
SIZES 5 TO 15 
$hf4 X 
also... 
EISENHOWER 
JACKETS 
in cotton to                          ffi(liJ 
match jeans                      |\M 4^i 
small,                                A 
medium,                         A 
large                             A 49
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'"YourCMt&DnssPkct" 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
by Rick Mitz 
As older people revert to their |M-I- 
through .No No. Nannellc. Maybe 
Maybe, Mae: Sure. Sure. Shirley, and the 
rest of those vintage ("amp side 
memories, we've been left without a 
nostalgia to call our own Until now. 
we've had to live vicariously ihrough our 
parents pasts, as they try to bring it all 
back home again 
But now we can go back to those long 
weekend hours in front nl the TV 
shouting tee hee al I'owdy Doody, 
Bufialo Bob. Phineas T Bluster, (larabel. 
Dilly Dally and the rest ol our 1950 
family figures. 
BECAUSE NOW BUFFALO Bob, the 
IJoudy-Gang ringmaster, is making a 
come back. We have our very own 
nostalgia With old films of i'owdy 
Doody Shows that were last seen on the 
screen more than ten years ago. 53-year 
old Bob Smith is making the rounds of 
college campuses with a two-hour 
presentation that has long-hairs longing 
to retreat to their days of innocence. 
It all began last year when University 
of Pennsylvania students wrote to Uncle 
Bob asking to borrow a Powdy Doody 
kinescope. Since then. Mr. Smith-Powdy 
in tow-has toured more than 60 colleges 
and has played full house gigs at places 
like the recently-demised Fillmore East 
IT WAS AN INNOCENT nostalgia 
where we lived in a Wonder Bread world, 
building strong bodies 12 ways, drinking 
Ovaltine and searching for the cream 
filling in our PostessTwinkie lives 
But. like the rest of us. I.'owdy-the 
dummy with brains enough to mutter 
only an occasional Gosh. Golly Gee and 
Right You Are-has grown up. At 24- 
years old. Mr Doody still has his 
freckles intact, his ears outturned and. 
with all strings attached, is ready to lead 
us on to a new nostalgia 
,   ,   ... i. f . •« »"i 
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Nixon trip 'on schedule' 
WASHINGTON (API- 
President Nixon will make his 
historic trip to Communist 
China in 1972 
U.S. officials would not dis- 
cuss directly the precise 
timing of Nixon's journey but 
one. who declined to be quoted 
by name, said yesterday an 
announcement would be made 
before Dec. I on the dates for 
it 
The only official discussing 
travel negotiations with main- 
land China on the record was 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger. 
Nixon's assistant for national 
security affairs, who returned 
Monday from six days of talks 
in Peking 
QUESTIONED BV news 
men at the White House about 
whether Nixon's journey has 
been delayed for any reason. 
Kissinger said' 
"We are exactly on the 
schedule we set ourselves It 
has not been delayed " 
While in Peking. Kissinger 
conferred several times with 
Premier Chou En-lai but said 
he did not see Communist 
party Chairman Mao Tse- 
tung However, he added that 
Nixon is expected to see Mao 
Under questioning. 
Kissinger said he could shed 
no light on recent widespread 
speculation of a power strug- 
gle or internal dissension 
within the leadership of Main- 
land China 
He did sav he delected nu 
differences in the person- 
alities with whom he met or 
the method of consultation 
between his latest Peking visit 
and his initial secret trip there 
last July. 
WHILE IN Communist 
China.   Kissinger   said     the 
greatest amount of time was 
occupied with discussion of 
technical arrangements for a 
Nixon trip In addition, he" 
reported he and Chou agreed 
there had been no develop- 
ments since July that 
materially affected the more 
substantive aspects of the 
planned presidential journey 
Although Kissinger reported 
the Americans and the 
Chinese had  reached  agree 
ment in principle on major 
technical items, he said 
.another advance party from 
the White'House would go to 
the Chinese Communist capi- 
tal to nail down last-minute 
details before Nixon's arrival 
there 
The White House said 
earlier yesterday that it will 
be talking publicly "very 
shortly'' about the planned 
dates for Nixon's trip. 
Controls lift foreseen 
Faculty Club plans 
events for season 
N.wi»w.l. ly mk, fcM—I 
TrJck Witch way did the rest of you 90, Mr. Bones? Underprivileged 
children at Ridge Street School enjoyed a Halloween party 
Or treat sponsored by the Association of Childhood Education (ACE) in 
the University Union. 
Broadcast seminar set 
A day-ong broadcasting 
seminar, featuring seven Ohio 
broadcasters, will be held 
Nov 1 in the University 
Union 
Guest speakers are radio 
and television personnel from 
stations in Cleveland. Toledo. 
Cincinnati and Zanes- 
ville Their program will 
include discussions of 
management and pro- 
gramming, news and sports, 
community involvement and 
promotion and public rela- 
tions 
The seminar, conducted to 
interest young people in 
broadcasting as a career, is 
sponsored    bv    the    Ohio 
Association of Broadcasters 
(OAB). 
All broadcasting majors in 
both speech and journalism 
are urged to attend the event, 
but it is open to all interested 
persons. 
The program will begin at 9 
am in the Alumni Room of 
the Union with a general panel 
discussion Beginning at 10 
am each of the broadcasters 
will go to his assigned room 
for the special sessions 
EACH SPEAKERwill con- 
duct his session four times, so 
that students will be able to 
attend all sessions 
The program will be con- 
Student Co-op expects 
campus space decision 
The BG Student Co-op 
expects to receive a campus 
location Wednesday. Nov. 3 
when the space allocation 
committee meets, according 
to Claude Neslund. assistant 
to the vice president for 
operations. 
Rather than ask for a 
decision before that date, the 
co-op decided to wait until 
next   Wednesday    to   avoid 
causing friction with the 
committee members. Neslund 
said 
The co-op is asking the 
committee to re-evaluate 325 
Williams Hall which was 
deemed unsuitable by Robert 
McGeein. assistant registrar 
McGeein has said the traffic 
generated by the co-op would 
be detrimental to the 
operation of the surrounding 
offices. 
tinued with a rap session in 
the WBGU-TV studio at 7:30 
p.m. when all broadcasters 
will be present to answer 
questions and to discuss 
issues 
Session topics include 
"Management and Pro- 
gramming.'' presented by 
Allan Land. WHIZ-Radio. 
Zanesville and Neal Van 
Ells, vice president and 
general manager of WKYC- 
TV in Cleveland 
"News and Sports" will be 
covered by Dave Ellsworth, 
news director at WGAR-Radio 
in Cleveland. Bob Jones, news 
director at WKRC-TV in 
Cincinnati, and Jerry Keil. 
sports director at WSPD- 
Radio in Toledo 
"Community Involvement" 
will be discussed by Marianne 
Campbell, director of 
community affairs for AVCO 
Broadcasting Corporation. 
Cincinnati. 
"Promotion and Public- 
Relations" is the topic of 
Norman Wain, general mana- 
ger of WIXY and WDOX radio 
stations in Cleveland 
The University's faculty is 
in the process of reviving its 
once active Faculty Club this 
quarter. 
Thomas D. Anderson, 
associate professor of geo- 
graphy, was appointed head of 
the five-committee faculty 
club board and stated the pur- 
pose of the club is "primarily 
social." 
The club plans one major 
faculty event a quarter which 
will hold universal faculty 
appeal and two other events 
centering on particular 
faculty interests 
The club's first get-together 
is planned for December 3. 
following the Lake Superior 
State vs Bowling Green 
hockey game. It will be held in 
the Ice Arena where the group 
plans to serve pizza and beer. 
Forrest Creason, associate 
professor in HPE and former 
gold coach, is chairman of the 
event 
SBO seeks aid 
from students 
for committees 
The Student Body Organiza- 
tion needs students to parti- 
cipate on the following: 
Food Service Investigation 
Committee (food coupons!. 
ROTC hearing observers. 
Human Relations Committee 
and a Council on Instruction 
Services. Interested students 
should call the Student Body 
Organization at 2-2S9I by 
5  p.m. 
Anderson said the club 
hopes to get younger faculty 
members actively involved in 
the club, while still holding 
the interest of older faculty 
members. 
He added it's hard to appeal 
to all faculty members at the 
same time because "we are 
such a diverse group." 
"The only thing that holds 
the entire faculty's interest at 
the same time is pay day." he 
said 
Future activities of the dub 
include a sports night, theater 
night and lormation of faculty 
bowling league 
WASHINGTON 1AP1 
Secretary of the Treasury 
John B Connally held out hope 
yesterday that controls over 
the U S economy can be lifted 
by the end of 1972 
But Connally chairman uf 
the Cost of Living Council, 
avoided any commitment as 
he opened the case for Phase 2 
economic legislation. 
Instead, he urged the Home 
Banking Committee to 
approve the full oxlcnsKin 
until April 30. 1973-Prcsident 
Nixon has asked for his con- 
trol powers 
THERE IS sentiment in 
Congress to let the April 30. 
1972. expiration date stand for 
the present, or to grant a 
limited extension, so the law- 
makers will have an early 
chance to review the program 
that will take over from the 
present freeze after Nov 13 
Connally held open also Ihe 
possibility that previously 
contracted wage increases 
may be unfrozen, even retro- 
aclively-but only if the new 
Pay Board so rules He indi- 
cated he would not favor a 
legislative nudge in this 
direction. 
"1 think it would be a 
mistake to refuse at this time 
to fail to extend the act. or to 
extend it for only a few 
months,   Connally said 
"Although we have the 
power to put Phase 2 in place, 
the uncertainties that inch 
action could generate among 
workers and businessmen 
about the duration of the pro- 
DOMINOS 
352-5221 
;:*:*:::*:*:*:::::ro^ 
LAW SOCIETY 
MEETING 
303 MOSELEY HALL 
7:00 P.M. TONITE 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME 
w:*:-x*:*:*:-:*:*:v:w^ 
^CONTRACEPTIVES 
< privately? 
We believe *our private Me should be your own. And when a 
comes ;o cuying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drug- 
store isn't exactly private. So *e*ve made it possible for you to 
get nonprescnption contraceptives Through the mail. 
Wr IMriall** '" •»**'>' < "nil" t*ptl\M .»rut »r nlirr Iwu or th* moil 
cxulini "IU-N .ivailalili jigrwnerv Kt'lttrrlUe .ind NuFurm cundomt 
Tliftrr bt-lliM llun an>lhniK *<"" *•*" **"' ■" * dru<»tor* Imported 
Irwm II.11.nn (JM'I re liRhU-i thinner, mure cxriling lu ute; and 
pncMi.ii m.iiutl.i< 1'innt: .nid tiMing H'«lmiqut*s make them *■ re- 
haulr .is any cundoni .inywherv M;«d«- by LHI. worlds largest manu- 
facturer uf ittclTl foiiti.i.viilivev PtthVtlrU tthr b«»tl and NuForm 
not only .unfurm to CMrUAfl USKDA spcii(nalions. but are made 
to Butioli tlovi rnmi-ni standard 37o* .i» well Wr think you'll like 
them 
Our illustrated bnnhure It-lta you till about Fetherlil* and 
NuFurm And urniut seven other AmerUan brand*, which we h*v« 
care(ull) seleiU-d Irani the ttmi. than one hundred kind* available 
today    And   we   explain   the   difiefeneea 
We a Is.. h»ve nunprcM-ripiiun !»am for women and a wide 
variety u! books and pamphlets un htrth control, IH, population. 
«nu   ecology 
Want more infoimatioiiT It * tree Just t*nd us your name and 
ati«ln-> lleiter *uil. for nn* dollar we'll ■end you all the Informa- 
tion plus two Fctheilile sample*, and one NuFurm For four dollar* 
tuu'll jet the brochure plu» three each of five different condom 
rands um-iudinr both Import*). All correspondence and merchan- 
dise a shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we 
Iuarantev your money luck H you re no! satisfied with our products 
'hy wail • 
I'lU'l  I   VIIIIV    I'l   \NMM.   ASKOV 
feUx ZSM-U. Ckspel Hill. N. C. 27514 
Your free brochure and price 
U       M?, 
(ientleiiK-n. I'leaw   -end :ne 
.!■■! at   ■•'• obligation. 
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ITORTACE PRI VHNlfefe I 
It's HALLOWEEN 
And we have 
AN  ASTOUNDING  EXPERIENCE 
IN TERROR! 
When we bring to you our 
FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY 
at 7:45 
"A vampire story in modern dress. 
Lesbianism, 
homosexuality, 
sadism and 
nude scenes... 
one gruesome 
detail after 
another !'1 
—Ann Guarino, Daily News 
HOWARD J ZUKER..—. 
GEMINI HCIURES INTERNATIONAL . - 
.. GIMiMl RUl»Sl*G CO*PO«AtlON 
    MABON fILMS IIWTI0«>.B 
mN»i 
Bt.l MOTHER 
SHE IS S0METHIN6 ELSE 
ofHPQfc ■■ ■• 
COLOR 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY 
Edgar Allan Poe'i 
MASTER MASTER 
OF     IMS OF 
HORRORS TERROR 
at 
1:15 
Will Draculas 
Avenger Turn Lc 
His Wrath 
Into The 1970*5? 
Fnt Otm mi Dan la afl ■*• ear* la stay! I la Car HHMI AvalaUt (Oatmuil 
the job. and no longer." 
The Commerce Department 
reported its composite of 
leading business indicators 
showed a dip of 0 3 per cent in 
September This composite 
often is an augury of coming 
gram could well result in 
failure ol the whole stabili- 
zation effort 
BIT HE: SAID he waj not 
implying that I'hasc 2 will last 
the lull term ol the extension 
that program will he kept in   economic trends 
place just long enough to do 
Economics plans 
theories seminar 
A new economics course 
entitled. "Socialism and 
Radical Economics" will be 
taught by I)r M. Neil Browne, 
associate professor of the 
economics department, 
during the winter quarter 
The course. Economies 476. 
(Seminar in Contemporary 
Problems I will include a wide 
variety of current economic 
concerns from a wide variety 
of views 
"I'm interested." said Dr. 
Browne, "in demonstrating to 
people the diversity of 
economics.'" He said he would 
like to teach a set of truths 
that are not typically taught in 
college, so that by looking at 
solutions to problems like 
crime and poverty by 
radicals, such as Marx, the 
student would be able to 
evaluate and see how these 
solutions conflict with his 
own 
In Browne stated that with 
the emergence of radical 
views in nearly all disciplines 
of education, much literature 
on these views is being 
distributed. 
With this literature, he 
plans to cover in the new 
course the varieties of 
socialism, case studies of 
Cuba. Yugoslavia. Sweden and 
China, and to compare 
socialistic and radical 
economic perspectives 
In addition, the course will 
include a radical analysis of 
imperialism, racism, 
unemployment income 
distribution and industrial 
concentration. 
Students desiring additional 
information are urged to 
contact Dr. M. Neil Browne in 
204 Hayes or to call him at 372- 
2646 
NICHOLS 
Halloween Madness 
Slack Sale 
Thurs. 10 A.M. — 9 P.M. 
Fri. 10 A.M. — 9 P.M. 
Sat.    10 AM — 5 P.M. 
Famous Brand 
Denim Jeans 
SUPER SLIMS & REGULAR CUTS 
Regular $7.00 
3DAYS0M        *K^ 
Flared Bottom Slacks 
Regular $12.00 
O    FOR     $1Q00    ($5 49 EACH) 
DENIM FLARED 
BOTTOM JEANS 
Regular $7.00 
3 DAYS ONLY 
s3 99 
CORDUROY SLACKS 
NOW $5.99 
NOW $$.99 
Regular 8.00- 
Regular 10.00- 
Regular 14.00- NOW $9.99 
No 
Inl.r.ll 
Use Our 
Own 
90-Day 
Man 
NICHOLS   S£ 
BOWUNO ORKEN. OHIO 
Mon.-fri. 
10-9 
M. 
10-3 
14/Tha M N«wt. Octobw 2t, 197t 
To pledge or not to pledge 
Independents sample greek life 
By Rose Hume 
While many greek 
organizations have wailing 
lists of members who wish lo 
move inlo Iheir houses, 11 
fraternity houses and one 
sorority house are partially 
occupied by independents 
One woman and ninety men 
are residing in greek houses 
this quarter Because they 
applied for housing spaces 
after the dormitories were 
filled or asked lor greek hous- 
ing at the suggestions of 
friends, these studenls m 
free from the worries of long 
meal -lines on weekdays at 
least, misplaced coupon books 
and running into strangers in 
(he hallways 
Bob Kohl. sophomore 
HA I. of the Delta Tau Delta 
house, was completely sur- 
prised when told he was 
placed in the fraternity house 
But. the transfer students said 
the "homey" atmosphere ol 
the house is more suitable to 
him than  living  in a men's 
dormitory. 
•TVE GOTTEN TO know 
more guys belter here." Kohl 
said "We're together at 
meals and watch television as 
a group And I've also met 
several girls through the fra- 
ternity little sister program " 
Kohl says he thinks he will 
remain independent for 
awhile, but if he decides to 
pledge, he would like to join 
the Delta Tau Delta brothers 
Tim Graham, freshman 
i Ed i. was able to move into 
the Phi Kappa Psi house 
through te efforts of a friend 
from his hometown. 
I)e said that he had met 
several "guys who are real 
good to me." Although 
1.1.iM,mi says he considers 
pledging a possibility, he is 
not leaning toward Phi Kappa 
Psi 
SIGMA    CHI    RESIDENT 
Tim Mover, sophomore (B.A.I. 
said the fact that there are 
many independents on his floor 
makes living there "not bad " 
Because of late registration, 
Moyer, who says he plans on 
remaining independent, was 
placed in the Sigma Chi house. 
Gregg Christman. junior 
t B.A.l. came from the Fire- 
lands campus and was placed 
in the Alpha Epsilon Pi house 
Five days a week he eats in 
the fraternity house, but on 
weekends when the cook is off, 
he has to dine in dormitory 
halls 
"The food at the house is 
much better than in the 
dormitories." said Chris, 
"and the atmosphere is much 
nicer " 
Mark Kidd, freshman lEd i. 
liked living with Phi Delta 
Thela fraternity men so well 
that he decided to pledge. 
iv said he asked to live in 
the house so he could be with 
friends he made during the 
summer. 
1 1 \i\ 1 Ml hi] i 
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LASALLE'S TREMENDOUS 
FASHION BOOT SALE 
Regularly $25 to $:UI 19.99 
A. Suede knee-action fashion boots on mid-high heel for easy, com- 
fortable walking. Side zip. rubber sole. Choose from brown, purple, 
beige, blue suede. Women's sizes 5-10 medium width. Save 20'It to 
over 30'i this week' 
B. 1 lp to -the knee style on a low. slightly flared heel Choose from 
black or brown smooth leather or rust and dark brown velvety soft 
suede Sizes 5-10 M. 
Sale! Select group of sport shoes 
9.99 
Regularly $14 to $18. Assorted fashion styles in wanted 
fall colors. Choose from leathers, suedes, patents. Sizes 
5 to 10 - but not all styles in all sizes. Come in today! 
LASALLE*S 
Kidd said he thinks he has 
more freedom in the house 
than he would have in a dormi- 
tory and. like most fraternity 
residents, adds that "the food 
is great." 
FIRELANDS TRANSFER. 
John Henry, junior (AfcS), Is 
"hot too crazy"about residing 
in the Kappa Sigma house 
"The fraternity guys are in 
a clique and the independents 
just don't belong." he said. 
Henry said he would like to 
get a room in a newer dormi- 
tory next quarter where it 
would be less noisy. 
Alpha Gamma Delta houses 
one independent coed. A 
second quarter freshman. Pat 
Ucmh.ii i said she asked to live 
there when she couldn't find 
an apartment and a friend 
suggested she try the house 
She says she doesn't always 
feel like she is one of the 
group, and found it hard to 
meet the sorority sisters at 
first 
"But you can t always 
expect them to make the first 
move." she said 
Ms Hoinli.ni says she 
thinks the sorority involves 
lots of responsibility and is a 
worthwhile organization 
However, she says she had not 
judged sorority life well 
enough to decide if she will be 
pledging 
Sweet music If won't be long before the weather will fore* University itudent Joe Maniscalo 
to move indoors with his violin. 
Education majors aid teachers 
at Crim Elementary School 
Twenty-one University 
students are working in a 
team teaching and continuous 
progress     program     in 
consultant for this program. 
Participants are from his 355 
and 356 education courses. 
The    program    includes 
kindergarten   through   grade children in the language arts 
three  at   Crim   Elementary area  with   an  emphasis  on 
School. reading. 
Dr. Leslie Crawford of the Under     the     continuous 
College of Education is the progress program, each child 
WORKS OF SILVER 
TIL OCT. 29 THERE WILL BE 
AN EXHIBIT OF SILVERSMITH LEVAN HILL'S 
WORKS. COME TO THE PROMENADE 
LOUNGE OF THE UNION ANYTIME 
BETWEEN 8:00 A.M. & 11:00 P.M. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY I UAO 
noo  has 
Custom Leath er 
ail cfcocLs handrnade. £* 
235 SMam 
PRESENTS 
FRANK STONE — BILL HART 
AND 
THE ROCK YOU CALL FOR 
3544641 352-5977 354-9821 
(LINES OPEN A 76 P.M.) ___ 
is assigned to a flexible 
instructional group rather 
than to a definite grade. He 
may move into another group 
whenever ready. 
University students work 
with teachers to give children 
individual attention. 
They work in the school 
three days a week, spending 
part of that time in seminars 
with Dr. Crawford 
•WE WANT TO expand this 
program to include all the 
grades and all the 
curriculum" said Ms Bernice 
Sima. principal of Crim. 
Dr. Ronald Marso of the 
College of Education is the 
consultant to the "Help a 
Child" program, another 
University-affiliated project, 
at Crim. Thirty-two sopho- 
mores and juniors from his 
Education 302 class are 
involved in the program 
The program is a one-to-one 
tutoring   program    for    the 
educable mentally retarded 
Students work in all grades in 
every subject except reading 
Also in the educable 
mentally retarded program 
are 10 special education 
majors working as teacher- 
aides Dr Wilfred Wtenke of 
the special education 
department supervises 
participants Students work 
on the breakfast program and 
help out wherever needed. 
"These programs help the 
school." said Ms Sima. "and 
they give the students much 
practical experience." 
BSU meeting 
The Black Student 
Union 1BSU1 will have 
an organizational 
meeting tonight at 7 in 
the Amani. 
Proposals before the 
Union's various 
committees will be 
discussed. All members 
are urged to attend. 
WSA to sponsor 
Halloween party 
The World Student 
Association tWSAI is 
sponsoring a "Night of 
Horror." Friday. Oct. 29, at 
8:30 p in in the new 
International Lounge. Room 
17, Williams Hall. 
The purpose of the 
Halloween party is to attract 
more  American  students  to 
WSA and to show foreign 
students some of the 
traditional activities 
connected with the holiday, 
according to Laura Harrell. 
sophomore tA&Si. secretary 
of WSA 
Prizes will be given for the 
best costumes, but costumes 
are not required 
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Res/dents seek new politics 
Piqua plans anti-apathy program 
Tve seen f/re and I've seen ro/n...' 
Fall enrollment set at 17,086 
Official enrollment Inures 
for the fall quarter show an 
increase in the number of 
students on both the main 
campus and at the University's 
Kirelands branch campus 
A total of 17.086 students are 
registered for classes 
compared with lt>.5»:t a year 
ago The total, the highest in 
University history, includes 
students at the main campus. 
the Kirelands campus in 
I'uron and at Bowling Green's 
three academic centers 
Enrollment at the main 
campus is 15.313 Last year's 
total was 14.880 
THE    LARGEST    IncrMM 
was in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, where enrollment 
rose from 3.505 students to 
4.062 The School of Music s 
enrollment of 361 students 
shows an increase ol 69    The 
College of Business 
Administration has 2,493 
students, up 49 from last year 
The Graduate School gained 
22 students with a total 
enrollment figure of 1.730 this 
fall 
THE COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION was the only 
college to show a decrease 
Last year. 6.725 students were 
enrolled there, while this 
fall's enrollment is 6.393 
On the Firelands campus 
enrollment  is 796. compared 
with 779 last year 
At the University's 
academic centers, enrollment 
has decreased slightly. The 
Kostoria academic center has 
an    enrollment    of    170.    a 
decrease of 24; the Bryan 
academic center has 101 
students, a decrease of 35; and 
the Fremont academic center 
has 159 students, a decrease of 
38 
Wedding rings master crafted by 
world famous Keepsake . perfectly 
matched and fashioned with loving 
care in 14K natural or white gold 
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MAIN    * •"*"""• '• 
Ph. 353 6631 
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Residents of Piqua are 
organizing to try to remove 
apathy from their town on a 
personal basis. 
They call themselves the 
"Committee for Faith in 
Piqua's Future" and their 
basic philosophy is putting the 
power back in the hands of the 
people, according to Don 
Harris, a spokesman for the 
committee 
Harris was in Bowling 
Green last week to tell people 
what is happening in Piqua 
He said the whole idea for 
the committee originated 
when "some young people in 
Piqua wanted to split because 
the town was dead." 
Harris  said he  thinks  all 
towns are apathetic, but he 
wants Piqua to be different 
People  with the  same  idea 
began discussing the issue and 
decided to form a committee, 
including   representatives  of 
all aspects of society, he said 
THE COMMITTEE includes 
blacks   and   whites,   liberals 
and radicals, young and old 
The main issue presently at 
hand, according to Harris, is 
the election of commissioners 
to three open  seats on   the 
board 
Harris said the five mem 
ber commissioner board con 
stitutes the main power base 
in the town The committee is 
backing    two    candidate! 
Chuck Tyler and John heSuc 
to fill the empty seats 
Candidates are limited to 
$200 each in their campaigns 
The committee is using some 
of this for signs, bumper 
stickers and Information 
handouts 
But the main direction of 
the campaign will be personal 
contact through block 
meetings in neighborhood 
homes, he said 
He added that committee 
members will be speaking 
with residents ol Piqua.asking 
them what they would like to 
see done and telling thcin 
about some ol the conditions 
in the town 
There are people in Piqua 
who complain about their gar- 
bage pickup, when other real 
dents don't even have bath 
rooms in their houses Harris 
said 
"People aren't even aware 
of conditions that exist in their 
own town We want to get the 
inherent good out of people 
that gives vitality to the town, 
instead of letting it stagnate.'" 
he said 
"WE   WANT   TO use the 
resources and talents of the 
people to grow and progress 
TIKI many people get hung up 
on the buildings and forget 
that they r the people i are the 
city." he continued 
Harris said none of the 
candidates are making cam- 
paign promises because they 
believe the candidate is the 
tool     of     the     people   his 
responsibility is to present 
objectives to the people and 
let them make their own judg- 
ments. 
"Specific issues are not the 
campaign A candidate can't 
say he's backing specific 
things until he gets out and 
raps with the people," Harris 
said 
He said this idea is con- 
sistent with the philosophy of 
getting the power back to the 
people. 
"We are going to try to get a 
feeling of responsiveness 
between the government and 
the people, then we'll get 
down to things like taxes, 
streets and garbage pickup" 
Block history revisited 
Beginning November 1. the 
Sisters ol Delta Sigma Theta 
iDST i will present a "Did you 
know announcement in the 
dormitories, Mondays at six 
p in 
These announcements will 
be bncl statements about 
prominent blacks in American 
history who have been by- 
passed in formal education, 
according to Pat Wyche. 
junior i Ed. la DST sister. 
She said DST hopes these 
brief accounts will help edu- 
cate black and white students 
to the contributions of Afro- 
Americans 
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.Sticks 
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CLCLcOlAj 
It's here! Re-Nutnv is starling the revolution ol the 
decade in lipsticks! Re-Nutriv, the Rich Rich lipstick puts 
your mouth back in the beauty light where it belongs! 
Alive, luscious, ripe, moist and shining — (hot's how o mouth 
should look! That's how a mouth looks with Re-Nutriv. The 
reason is thai Re-Nutriv is steeped in antural vitamin 
Oils. That plus the other exclusive Re-Nutriv ingredients 
mean that a super-color, super-shine lipstick has finally 
been creoled. In 25 exciting shades, too . . . Fashion Brights, 
Fashion Darks, Dramatic and Civilized Shades. All in 
a rich lapis blue and gold metal slim line case. Just $4 
Refill case in same 25 shades, 3.25. 
A GIFT 
FOR YOU 
Give your complexion 
a dip in crisp country 
oir with the easy 
approach to real-lile 
makeup. The Beauty 
lummaires. Base. 
Powder and liptint. 
Your gill with ony 
Estee Louder purchase 
of $5 or more. This week 
only. 
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Course aids comprehension, speed 
Efficient reading 'key to success' 
by Ann Hoftuurr 
Staff Hi-p.irl.-i 
The    keys    lo    efficient 
reading     are    speed,     an 
enlarged     vocabulary. 
Efficient reading may well increased comprehension and 
be  the key  to a successful  good study habits. Ms Detray 
college career, according to said 
Betty Detray. instructor lor Education     091 
Education    091.    reading students    who    are    having 
improvement problems     getting     through 
school, as well as those who 
want to read faster and get 
more out of their work," she 
said 
Presently    there    are    80 
students in four sections of 
The program is individualized 
to the extent that I work with 
the skills that a particular 
student needs." she said. 
Students   enrolled   in   the 
course, which is graded on an 
helps  091. but Ms. Detray said she   S-U basis, receive a battery 
THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE 
STUDENTS WITH ID s 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WELCOME 
OHIO'S MOST MODERN THEATRE COMPLEX 
s -tTAWVM- „ 
CiftClttd-f 
ENDS THURS 
•INVESTIGATION OF A CITIZEN" - 7:10 
SUMMER TREE-9:30 
STARTS FRIDAY - 
EVE. 7:20,9:30 
SAT. & SUN.- 
2,3:50,5:30,7:20,9:30 
thinks there are more people 
who need help or could benefit 
from the course, but who are 
unaware of its existence 
SHE SAID there may also 
be some confusion about the 
level of the course because of 
the number (091) 
"The fact is that it is not a 
freshman or sub-freshman 
course. We have even had 
faculty  members    enrolled 
of tests to determine the skills 
needed. 
The tests include: 
-evaluation of compre- 
hension-ability to summarize 
and get the main ideas, details 
and inferences from the 
reading 
•■reading versatility-ability 
to adjust to the type of 
assignment. 
-textbook inventory-trie 
proper way to handle a text 
Sex    Information 
3722281 
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X     IDS REOUIREO   IN COLOR 
THURSDAY IS BGSU MIGHT 
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The Not So Expensive 
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O 
722 N. MAIN ST 
352 6905 
Slop and see 
Turnpike Travelers 
Bowling Gittn, O 
352-9355 
U.A.0. COFFEE HOUSE PRESENTS 
STEVE BITTLE 
FRI.. OCT. 29 AND SAT.. OCT. 30 FROM 8:30 to 12:00 
CARNATION ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
ADMISSION IS 25c       PAY AT THE DOOR 
i—g| except  tape  recorders,  said 
-vocabulary Ms Detray 
MS. DETRAY SAID many "1 think the transfer is very 
of the students who enroll in poor-you    can't    take    the 
the course think their problem machine with you. I find that 
is speed, but find their lack of people  who  make  gains   in 
speed is caused by vocabulary speed with a machine, lose the 
or comprehension problems speed when the machine  is 
Slow readers are taught to taken away," she explained 
use their eyes efficiently to 
pick    up    phrases,    stop ALTHOUGH THERE is a 
regressions     (re-reading *25 fee charged for the course 
material    already    covered) above   tuition,   the   Reading 
and    reduce    vocalization Center    has    free   handouts 
(pronouncing   words   in   the available   to   students   who 
mind i. she continued. think they have problems in 
•If a student talks at 150 specific areas, 
words per minute, he will read These students can stop at 
at 150 words per minute if he the Reading Center office, 449 
vocalizes," she said. Education Bldg . and talk with 
Ms   Detray said she also her briefly so she can pinpoint 
teaches an English section as the problem and give them the 
a     foreign     language, correct handout. Ms   Detray 
instructing foreign students to said 
read and study in the English 
language. 
"IT (FOREIGN ENGLISH) 
is largely a speed and 
vocabulary problem. Student 
comprehension for the most 
part is good-they wouldn't be 
here if it wasn't They can 
handle formal English, but 
often University lectures are 
handled in slangy or informal 
English," she explained. 
Ms Detray said the 
commercial speed reading 
courses teach the skimming 
technique, which is not 
adaptable for studying 
technical subjects, like 
biology, in which precise 
definitions are needed 
"It is not possible to study 
at such high rates of speed at 
2,000 words per minute If a 
student needs only speed. I 
teach a course similar to 
commercial courses," she 
said. 
She stressed that speed 
reading is best for 
recreational reading and 
novels, where only an 
overview or general grasp of 
the main ideas is needed 
The reading improvement 
course does not use machines, 
THE WIZARD Or ID 
"Most kids know what their 
problems are, but don't know 
what to do about them," she 
said 
The handouts deal with 
study skills, speed increases 
and vocabulary development 
by getting meaning from 
context. They also contain 
techniques for reading 
mathematics, science and 
literature books. 
One of the handouts is called 
a "cover-card" which is 
supposed lo help students 
retain more of what is read 
for a longer lime period 
It is used to conceal answers 
in the textbook as important 
points are recited by the 
student to himself 
Ms Detray said she plans to 
try a follow-up program in the 
future to see if the course 
makes any difference in 
grades. However, she said 
she has had students come 
back and tell her they feel 
much more competent as 
students since taking the 
course 
She also said students 
receive credit for the course 
which goes toward class 
standing, but it does not apply 
to graduation. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1  One of ■ 
Kipling trio: 
2 words. 
S Hallowed: Poet. 
10 Fades away. 
U Talking bird: 
Var. 
15 Hardship. 
16 Name for a 
Fraolein. 
17 The advertising 
world: 2 words. 
19 Tunisian seaport. 
20 Hollywood 
name:  2  words. 
21 Sea soldier. 
23 Fountain   treat. 
21 Petty officer: 
Colloq. 
25 Be subservient: 
Colloq. 
28 Member 'of > 
former "brother" 
TV «t. 
31 Paleoroir or 
Mesoxoic. 
32 Daily. 
31 "A Night — 
Opera.": 
2   words. 
35 Not  very 
enthusiastic. 
37 Crop. 
39 Your  Majesty? 
10 More adept. 
12 Part  of a 
< »>pr      "I   Gtn I  ItJiurc* Ciafp 
golf course. 
44 Version: Abbr. 
45 Items in ratalogt. 
47 Shoe sixes. 
19 Right now. 
50 Comic strip 
character. 
51 Vegetable. 
53 Striking out. 
57 Cruising. 
58 Feature of New- 
York   City: 
2   words. 
60 Refute. 
61 Thomas Stearns 
62 Part* of 
spectacles. 
63 Villa  .)'  . in 
Tivoli. 
64 Conductor  Erno. 
65 Statute:   Abbr. 
DOWN 
1 Ahhe-v 
2 Foreign toiri. 
3 Time half: 
2 words. 
1 Contrary lo: 
Poet. 
5 Theatrical -tree! 
in New York. 
6 Glrl*l  name. 
7 Hooplc'it 
exclamation. 
8 Sovereign: Abbr. 
9 Slight quiver. 
10 Throws out 
of kiltei. 
11 Basic verb 
form. 
12 Patrick  , 
Irish patriot. 
13  -Coburg- 
Gotha. 
18 Racing yacht. 
22 Fictional dog. 
24 Milton of TV. 
25 MuMapha of 
Turkey. 
26 African antelope 
27 Financial 
center: 2 words. 
28 Beverages. 
29 To honor: Cer. 
10 Sly looks. 
33 Kind  of hank. 
36 Set  off. 
38 Forlorn. 
41   Laugh:  Ital. 
43 Southern Israel. 
-16  Light sleeper. 
48 R.Holer.. 
>0 Orange  
51 Without force. 
52 Exercises. 
53 Fall in drops. 
54 "What's _• 
for  me?": 
2  words. 
5.» — Pompilius of 
Rome. 
'   Exploit, 
VI Alabama: Abbr. 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
&EMJ& THE } 
-«®*~ CLaSSIFIED -*•*- 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Thursday (VI28. 1971 
Only Mo more days lo see "Demon and Things   t» 
Wade Thompson 2nd floor Library Library hours 
On exhibition lh.- works of the silversmith fir .1 l.cvan 
fill 1'rnmcnadf Lounge Union 
Dad s Dav Talent a. MaitOr ol Ceremonies Auditions wilt 
be held Del 26 27.28 Ironi 610pm in Ihe Carnation H.«.m 
ol ih«- t'nion   Sign up lor a lime in ihe I'AO office 
especially in two s or threes 
Jim 352 7057 Hoy     ALPHA    CHI ■ |CI 
psyched for the Hayride' 
factory • air. A-1 condition 
Call 352-7300 afler 5pm 
Uanonlt] Karate Cluh IM Women's Qym 7-1   Acquire 
prolnieni v in (lie lascin.i;ing art ol Karale using ancient 
techniques ol the Chinese and Japanese Maiter) 
Campus Ciusade lor Chi isl. KaculH Lounge In ion Tp.n 
Womea - RecreaUoa Msec intercollegiate Volleyball 
NortkGym Women s Bldg 
I-iisi meeting "I Project Interaction Winter Quarter 
'Education Courses involved 402 408,409and 490• 7 30 115 
Ed Bldg 
Eirsl meeting ol Winter Quarter Help a Child Projei-I 
Ed I'sch J0216 30 115 Ed Bldg 
A free introductory lecture, to the technique ol 
Transcendental Meditation as taught by Mahanshi 
Mahesh Yogi will be given 3pm 140 Overman 8pm 105 
Hanna 
125    HER     HUNDRED 
addressing mailing, pfttlllrif 
Work at home vour hours j 
Sample and Instructions 884 
and stamped self addressed 
envelope CKASMAR. Opt 
UK, Box 263 Elkharl Ind 
48514 
Waal 10 learn Swedish ' Call 
3529224 
DROP OUT Waller Quartet 
DROP IN to Had) Personal 
and Social Vaiues that 
concern     you 16     hour 
independent study and 
seminar combination Live-in 
option liii.iiin.il Aid Call 
353 8912 
The Dav is Near Everything 
to Fear The Lives ol Alpha 
Xi .Will end on Friday Eve 
1983 Corvair  must  sell, new 
tires Charlie 352 7460 
Hht Tau Pledgii   it's only just 
begun    The Brothers 
1981 Cadillac ambulance good 
lires6S5 2117 after 6 30 
Beware   O     Alpha   Xi    The 
Or.ivestone wails lor thee' 
Animal   Man   -Hi   Sugar' 
Found a Monopoly game it you 
want to pl.iv s.it   Nile'   R A 
on duly' 
Eor Sale     86 Dodge window 
van excellent running cond 
Call 352 7221 
Honda 50 and helmet call 353- 
4052 alter 3pm 
Vour luture told free by 
Sucroela The Mystic Slant 
Tractor Machamc at Ihe U- 
Shop  KM 
1968 Triumph 500 custom 
forks tanks seat 1800 or best 
oiler Call alter 5pm 352 0878 
Eemale r-mate needed lor 
Winter Quarter   Call 352-8394 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
custom engagement rings 
PHILIP MORTON CON 
TEMPORARY JEW EI.RY 
112 W Wooster 353-9932 
Open 9-5 
Xi s Lucky "13 Thanks for 
Ihe wild sneak at Pokagon 
Next lime we won't drink the 
water' iBou'i Love. Radar 
Christian Science Organization 6 30 pm Prout Chapel 
BGSU  Fencing Club. 7pm South Gym Women's Bldg 
Practice   Beginners wekome 
Lost  lovable cat  black male 
353 0451 
RIDGS 
Ride needed to New 
Philadelphta area or 
anywhere in TUSCARAWAS 
COUNTY Oct. a Will share 
expenses  Call Peg25821 
NEK Ml SIC HINDERS 
RECORDS 128 N Main si 
New l.p s Grateful Dead- 
Warner Bros . Live Tralfic 
L'nited Artists. Poco-Epic. 
Jefferson Airplane-RCA. John 
Sebastian-Reprise. Bloodrork 
Capitol NOW OPEN ON 
SUNDAYS 
Barb, you've made me very 
happy with our pinmng-you're 
the greatest-Love Bill 
I     T      roommate     needed. 
Winter   Qtr    only     3  blocks 
from campus. $65 per month 
Call 352-0573 
I female needed lo share 
house Own bedroom By 
Nov I call SS2JJ943 140 a 
month 
Vicki Thomas Delta Gamma. 
Michigan misses you JEM 
Eemale    roommate   needed, 
near campus call Sue 352-7652 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Delco    air    shocks-new 
lmpala  Call 352-0325 
E    rmle  needed   lor   Winter 
Qtr Greenview-call 352-0816 
Need someone to share 
expenses on trip to 
Clearwaler Fla Leaving Fri 
Oct 29 Call 352-0231 ask lor 
Judy 
Ride needed to KENT Oct 29- 
JO Call Parian 352 0748-will 
share} 
PAGLIAIS NEW HOURS 5 
until 2 Sun thru Thurs 5 until 
3 En i Sat Pagliai s 1004 S 
Main 352-7571 
Diamond wedding rings while 
gold sue 5-5'. 1100 or best 
oiler Call Jim collect 257- 
4032 
1 F   roommate needed    Low 
rent   Call 353-8205 
E route Winter &.- Spring 3 
man apt Third SI 352-5451 
alter 10 pm 
Ride     needed     to     London 
Ontario  or   vicinity   Friday 
Oct  29   Will pay   Debbie 372 
5805 
PERSONALS 
Wanted to buy-used bass amp 
$50-»l25 range call Ken 353- 
4754 
Ever been lo a • HFO The 
U-Shop invite you this Frl 
7 30-llpm 
2 rides needed to O U on 
EridayOctS Call2-1148or2 
1134 
EXPRESS YOURSELF, use a 
guitar lessons 2 1892 
"Feces -I     sure    hope    my 
lumpy     Rig Brother had a 
super 21st  now get psyched 
forSal   Your ever lovin'PHI 
Mini-Fridge Rental rent a 
relngeralor this quarter for 
S9. plus 110 returnable 
damage deposit Winter & 
Spring Quarter prices are $10- 
call 352 7360 
F rmalewnlrqlr   Hhone352. 
0177 afler 5 
Need ride lo O V on Oct 29th 
return Sunday Call Patty 372- 
44JI 
Typist Experienced 
Dissertations. thesis. 
anything Phone Perrysburg 
174-3255 
Happy anniversary.  Honey- 
Two    down    and    thousands 
more    to   come        Little 
Stteaney's very lucky, he's got 
you lor his momma 
Full site box springs 6 mo old 
$05 new $75 or best oiler Call 
352-0643 
MEAL  COUPONS   call   372- 
1432 or 372 1434 
Tutor Available.   Chem 111. 
Gel   ike   Spirit   Halloween 
Freem-oul at the U-Shop Fri 
ta-vetle. line cond both tops. 
real 391 4012 alter 5 
W1NTHROP TERRACE NOW 
OFFERING 
ITS    WINTER    QUARTER 
CLOSEOUTS 
ON APT RENTALS   PHONE 
3529135 
FOR   INFO      OFFICE    408 
NAPOLEON 
RD MODEL APT OPEN M 
•OT    r.mam     tullv   w—*l 
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Livas sets 
MAC mark 
COLUMBUS. .APi 
Bowling (jreen nionstorman 
Julius l.ivas has become the 
second performer ever io win 
both offensive and defensive 
player of fhe week honors in 
the Mid-American Confer- 
ence _ ____  
C*urt«ty .1 N.wi WvK* 
Julius livas 
THE S-FOOT-ll.  200 pound 
junior    from    Youngstown, 
Ohio    was   named   defensive 
player ol the week in the MAC 
for two Interception! lor 12" 
return yards in a 33-7 Falcon 
Victory over Miami Saturday 
Livas' return yardage was a 
conference record and also 
the highest one-game output 
among major colleges this 
season I'e was honored in 
1970 as an offensive player of 
the week for four touchdowns 
against Kent Stale 
LIVAS    IS    THE    THIRD 
Bowling Green player Io win 
MAC player of the week 
honors this season The other 
two were offensive players. 
KIMII Lamport in the first 
game of the season against 
Ohio University and Paul 
Miles for his performance in 
the Toledo game 
Dave Juenger. Ohio 
University quarterback who 
passed for 190 yards, ran for 
67 yards and caught three 
passes for 63 yards in a 37-29 
loss al Virginia Tech. was the 
MAC's No 1 offensive 
performer last week. 
Juenger. a 6-1 190-pound 
junior from Chillicothe. Ohio. 
also scored four times against 
Virginia Tech 
Other nominees considered 
by a panel of writers were 
Jerry Fields of Bowling 
Green. Renard Carman and 
Jack Lambert ol Kent. John 
Geiger and Bill Slater of 
Western Michigan. Tim 
Kaybuck of Miami. Al Baker 
and Ron Roberts of Toledo 
and Larry Knorr of Ohio 
UAO Euchre Tournament 
Thursday, Oct. 28 
7:00 P.M. 
in the Ohio Suite 
25c Entry Fee 
BRING A PARTNER 
Versatility big asset for Livas 
I   in first season as monsterback 
Julius livas, 24, sal on MAC conference 
Rt*Cf%rf{     'e*ord during Saturday's Miami game 
with his two interceptions and a return 
.. yardage of 117. livas' return yardage 
SOrTCr        was    the    highest   one-game    output 
among the major colleges this season. 
Julius Livas. 511'' 200 
pound junior, made a position 
change this year for The 
Bowling Green Falcon 
football team 
Livas was the leading 
rusher on last year's 2-6-1 
team, but the addition to the 
squad of the super- 
sophomores gave Livas a 
chance to move to defense 
He made the move voluntarily 
to monsterback. a position 
almost as important as the 
tailback spot where he played 
last year 
FOR SOME people the 
move may have been hard, but 
Livas was a three sport star in 
high school and has natural 
athletic ability l!e was all- 
league and all city in football, 
second team all Ohio in 
basketball and good enough to 
be drafted by Pittsburgh in 
baseball 
"I've had to led mj  era) 
around and learn De- 
position." said the new 
starting monsterback 
However, it seems LiVAJ IfUty 
have learned his position well. 
since he set a new MAC mark 
for interception returns with 
127 yards in two returns He 
also was graded ;il 97 per cent 
efficiency    (or    the    Miami 
game 
Defensive secondary coach 
.;>:::::::::::-:S:::::-SS:-::-::-:-:-:::::::::.::.: 
Need inexpensive furniture 
for that room or apartment? 
Did you ever think that furniture could be 
made of cardboard? We didn't. 
How about a chair that holds 1800 lbs. Amazing!! 
How about tables and chairs that fold and unfold in 
minutes. Perfect for moving. 
Come and see this fantastic furniture on display at: 
Student Book Exchange 
530 E. Wooster St. 
Gary Tranquill said of Livas. 
"Me has excellent quickness, 
good speed and is a real tough 
kid He is doing a good job. 
considering he's never played 
delense before " 
EVEN   THOUGH   HE  has 
made the transition to 
defense, l.ivas still has a 
feeling for offense 
"Everyone likes scoring 
touchdowns.'' said Livas. "I 
like offense, but I have a good 
position, and feel I am helping 
the team Just so we win. I 
don't care where I play " 
So Livas still has to finish 
his two years of eligibility in 
football for the Falcons and 
may try baseball again this 
spring, as he did last year 
But until then. Livas will be ih 
the BG defensive backfield 
making foes think of the two 
interceptions he returned for 
a touchdown and a 127 yards. 
THE GIGOLO 
OPEN 7 NITES 
THURSDAY — 2 for 1 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
LIVE BAND 
NO COVER 
THE GIGOLO NITE CLUB 
165 N. MAIN 
NOW BOOKING FRATERNITY/SORORITY TEAS 
g i 
SL V:-W-:*:*:::xWx:::::™^^ 
TO BECOME AWARE OF AND EXPERIENCE THE DIGNITY AND DILEMMA OF BEING HUMAN 
Join 
THE CLUSTER COLLEGE 
An Integrative Program in the Humanities 
Curriculum - Consists of five TOPICS or THEMES to be 
explored jointly by faculty from Art, Eng- 
lish, History, Music, Philosophy and 
Theatre, in the ten week winter quarter. 
M, W, F - Seminars and Small Discussion 
Groups. 
Tu, Th - Independence Days - Devoted to 
individual and/or group crea- 
tive projects selected by students 
and aided by faculty (artistic, 
musical, dramatic, literary or 
scholarly) 
Evenings - Plays, Concerts, Museum vis- 
its, specially selected films. 
Credit   - Fifteen   quarter   hours   applicable   to 
group requirements. 
Grading - Students may choose S-U or usual let- 
ter grades. 
Setting - Students, both men and women, will 
reside and have all their classes in 
PROUT HALL. 
Eligibility All undergraduates, from A & S, Ed., 
Bus Ad, and Music, both men and wom- 
en, are eligible. 
Registration Freshman and Sophomores should regis- 
ter for ARTS AND SCIENCES 100 (Sec. 
0998), 15 hours 
Juniors and Seniors should register for 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 300 (Sec. 0999), 
15 hours 
INFORMATION MEETING TONIGHT 
7:00, Prout Hall 
Meet Faculty and Resident Hall Staff 
Questions Answered 
5 
Fat* •/"»> tO News. Ocfebtf SB, Wl 
Mileti's initial   nuts 'n bolts' assembly 
has created lucrative sports enterprise 
BvJarkO'Brriu 
Aiiinani Sperti Editor 
••Between every dream and 
reality there are 200.000 nuts 
and bolls " 
So says Nick Miloii. owner 
of the Cleveland Cavaliers pro 
basketball team. the 
Cleveland Barons American 
Hockey League squad and the 
Cleveland sports'arena 
A 1953 Bowling Great 
graduate. Mileli views spoils 
as a great focal point lor lnc 
NewtaheM fc» Sieve Ha 
Channel 
energy 
Nick Mileti feels that sports 
is the best method of 
channeling the energies of 
young poople toward a 
productive goal. 
kind of energy young folks 
have 
"If I can gel one kid to 
emulate Austin Carr i Notre 
Dame's ail-American guard 
and first draft choke of the 
Cavaliers last seasoni. I've 
done something.' commented 
Mileti 
"I WOULD RATHER see a 
kid stealing a basketball on 
the court than stealing a car in 
a backyard.'' he added 
A liberal arts major at 
Bowling Green. Mileti never 
took a business course in 
college He came to BG 
because tuition was only $23 a 
semester at the time as 
compared to $220 a quarter in 
1971 
Mileti admits he loves to be 
with the "big guys'' who run 
the country and doesn't mind 
being bothered by autograph 
seekers or people who just 
want to meet him. even while 
he is eating dinner in a fancy 
restauranl In fact, he loves it. 
"There's nowhere to hide 
when you're in the public 
eye." he explained 
"No one can abuse you like 
a sportsman." said Mileli 
"That's their job and they're 
entitled to it " 
REGARDING HIS latest 
sports venture, a coliseum for 
his Cavaliers and Barons in 
Richfield. Ohio, halfway 
between Cleveland and Akron. 
Mileti stated if the people 
involved can pull il off they ' 
will have the greatest 
coliseum anywhere He 
believes people will come 
from all over the country just 
to see it. 
"You don't solve your 
problems by jumping off the 
deep end or nipping out." 
explained Mileli to a BG 
business management class 
"You've got to be a loser. 
he added 
Mileti believes in the 
philosophy of the late Vince 
Lombard! who's joy was 
creating rather Hum enjoying 
MGMS 
FABULOUS | 
FOUR 
THIS WEEK: 
Oct. 27-Nov. 2 
100 THURSDAY IS 1""        BGSU 
STUDENT NITE 
Mstaaeeu with ID. $1 
High Khoof %lud*nti 
wafcome 
Bei off ice easM 7 15 
Eveaiejt it 1:01 
Sat, S..  il2 10.5 00.1 00 
the ultimate trip 
2CX»ASMCE 
ODYSSEY      n 
NEXT WEEK: 
Nov. 3-Nov. 9 
i WINNER OF 10 
ACADEMY AWARDS! 
TGONEWTTH 
THE WIND". 
i*nT. A 
WHOPPEEE. 
trial 
|H3:M 
M AMU $1.00 
Thais what it's like with 
Mileti and the Cavaliers The 
reason for his bringing a pro 
basketball team to Cleveland 
was to fill a need 
ACCORDING TO Mileli. 
Cleveland is the eighth 
market city in the country, 
but has minor league hockey 
and only recently pro 
basketball One of his goals is 
to acquire a National Hockey 
League franchise for the 
Cleveland area Since the 
Cleveland Arena doesn't meet 
NHL standards, a new arena 
must be built if the area wants 
major league hockey. That's 
one reason for the coliseum 
'Common 
sense" 
A Bowling Green alumni, Mileti began 
in business with an initial $500 
investment. Mileti credits his financial 
success to "common sense and plain 
dealing." 
When asked if he would 
consider buying the Cleveland 
Indians. Mileti laughed and 
said no because they weren't 
important enough to him to 
get involved. 
"Nobody wants to sell a 
sports frap-litse." he pointed 
out "You have to drag them 
I the owners i out kicking.'' 
Mileli told his audience the 
only guy that can beat you is 
the one that is smarter and 
works harder than you. He 
said the only dilference 
between a decision a member 
of the audience would make 
and his was the number of 
people it would effect. 
"What you do in the real 
world is problem solving." he 
explained "When you solve it 
early you know you've done il 
right " 
"GREAT MEN have the 
ability to cut through the crap 
and get to the heart of 
things." added the Falcon 
alumnus "Keep your eye on 
what you want to accomplish 
(the basicsi and don't worry 
aboul the details " 
Mileti credits his 
tremendous financial success 
to common sense and plain 
dealing He calls himsell a 
"schleper" and admits to 
going along with the pack 
Today, he has created a 
sports enterprise in 
Cleveland. Ohio, from a $500 
loan needed to open a law- 
office many years ago. lot's of 
hard work and some good 
luck 
It won't be 
long 
til you'll 
see 
Something 
Different 
TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION 
as taught by 
Malwrishi 
Mahesh 
Yogi 
Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous tech- 
nique which allows each individual to expand his mind and 
improve his life. 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by CHARLIE DONAHUE 
THURSDAY, OCT. 28 3 P.M. - 140 Overman 
8 P.M.- 105Honna 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 352-7404 
105 S. MAIN SI - DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
THE GR00000VIEST 
IN THREADS I 
SKIRTS & SWEATERS • JEANS & T-SHIRTS 
COATS - DRESSES & ACCESSORIES 
uaooaroim m mtiiMm JT 
"r%e%n't "You don't solve your problems by jumping off the deep end 
or   copping    out,"    explained   Nkk    Mileti     to    a   business 
COD   OUf"       management class.    Mileti is the owner of the Cleveland 
• Cavaliers. Barons and the Cleveland Sports arena. 
U.R.O. evofi 
Delicious pizza ... im- 
ported and domestic 
beers. A flavor feast fit 
for royalty. 
PHONE AHEAD 
353-5461 
Your Order Will Be Ready 
■ BBBBBBBBB 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 
$1.00 OFF 
On One Large Or King She Pizza 
VILLAGE INN PIZZA 
COUPON GOOD THRU OCT. 28.1971 
1037 N. Main St. Sun. • Thar. 11:30 •11:00 
Frl. • Sat. 
11:30 • 1 A.M. 
MOB. FBI "When Pino h Always in Good Tasftr 
